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**Introduction**

- Blue light emission from LEDs have been theorized to cause phototoxicity to the retinal pigmented epithelium, cause digital eyestrain and disrupt sleep cycles.
- Blue light blocking technology has been marketed to mitigate the effects of blue light emission, despite lacking compelling scientific consensus that the theorized effects are valid.
- Out of the three effects, disruption of sleep cycles is perhaps the most well supported.
- This study’s focus was to determine the perceived effectiveness of blue light blocking technology among college students.

**Methods**

- We targeted 86 Ferris State University students of all ages.
- Data was gathered using the QuestionPro survey application.
- The survey invitation was emailed out to all FSU students using the student email announcement system on four different occasions separated by a few days each. No identifying information was collected, other than age.
- Questions asked included:
  - Age
  - On average, how often do you use electronic devices?
  - On average, how many hours before sleeping do you use electronic devices?
  - Do you have trouble sleeping?
  - Do you have a diagnosed sleeping disorder?
  - Do you use any kind of blue light blocking application, glasses or devices when using electronic devices?
  - What blue light blocking technology do you use?
  - Do you experience noticeable relief from eye strain or increased comfort when using blue light blocking technology?
- Data was analyzed to determine any relationships between sleep, electronic device usage and blue light protection.

**Results**

- A majority of participants were between the ages of 18-23 (74 of the 86).
- Of the 86 participants, 30 used electronic devices 4-6 hours a day, 28 used electronic devices 6-8 hours, and 15 admitted to using electronic devices more than 8 hours a day.
- Most participants reported using electronic devices within 2 hours before bedtime (59 of 86).
- 62 of the participants reported they have sleeping problems at least some of the time.
- 35 participants reported occasional blue light protection usage and 14 reported consistent blue light protection usage.
- There were nine participants who reported consistent use of night mode on their phones. Four reported occasional difficulty sleeping and three reported consistent difficulty sleeping. When considering eye strain relief, seven of the night mode users reported relief at least some of the time.
- Only five participants reported consistent use of blue light blocking glasses. No significant improvement in sleepiness was reported.
- Four of the five reported some degree of eye strain relief.
- A total of ten participants reported using electronic devices a total of 4 hours or less in a 24-hour period. Of these participants, only four of them reported regularly having sleeping difficulties.
- A majority of blue light protection users reported some degree of relief among consistent use of night mode on their phones. Four reported occasional difficulty sleeping and three reported consistent difficulty sleeping. When considering eye strain relief, seven of the night mode users reported relief at least some of the time.
- Of the 86 participants, 30 used electronic devices 4-6 hours a day, 28 used electronic devices 6-8 hours, and 15 admitted to using electronic devices more than 8 hours a day.

**Figure 1. Reports of eye strain and headache relief among consistent use of night mode on electronic devices.**

**Figure 2. Reports of eye strain and headache relief among regular use of blue light glasses while using electronic devices.**

**Conclusions**

- The study did not find any significance between blue light protection and subjective responses to sleepiness.
- A majority of blue light protection users reported some degree of improvement in symptoms of eye strain and headaches.
- Reducing electronic device usage to no more than four hours a day and avoiding electronics at least two hours before bedtime subjectively result in optimal sleep patterns.
- The results of this study may inform eye care practitioners providing a solution to patients with difficulty sleeping and direct them to other solutions for eye strain rather than blue light blocking technology.
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